
Index

Academy/Academics 3, xiii–xiv
Achelous 38
addition see subtraction and addition
Aenesidemus of Cnossos x, x–xi

air 123
cause 44
motion 88
Purrôneioi Logoi (Pyrrhonist Discourses) x–xi
Pyrrhonism x–xi, xxii–xxiii
time as a body 120
whole or part 63

Against the Arithmeticians ix, xix, xvi–xviii
Against the Astrologers ix
Against the Ethicists (M 11) (Sextus) ix, xvi, viii–ix

covering the same ground as part of PH 2–3 xx,
viii–ix

negative conclusions xxii–xxiii
Against the Geometers ix, xix, xvi–xviii
Against the Grammarians ix, xvi–xvii
Against the Learned see Pros mathêmatikous

(Against the Learned) (M)
Against the Logicians (M 7–8) (Sextus) ix, xvi,

viii–ix
covering the same ground as part of PH 2–3 xx,

viii–ix
negative arguments and common sense xv
opening with reference to a general account of

Pyrrhonism ix, xx
Against the Musicians ix, xvi–xvii
Against the Physicists (M 9–10) (Sextus) ix, x,

viii–ix
and the Academics xiv
Aenesidemus x–xi
character of xiii–xvi
common sense xv
focus on production of suspension of

judgement xiii, xv
goal of developing a ‘counter-argument

against everything’ xiv, xxii–xxiii
as source of information about earlier Greek

philosophers’ views xv

understanding of Pyrrhonism and negative
arguments xiv, xxii, xiv–xv, xxii–xxiii

covering the same ground as part of PH 2–3 xx,
viii–ix

fuller and richer treatment of material than
PH xxiv

in relation to Sextus’ other works and earlier
sources xvi–xxiv

Against the Physicists and M 1–6 xvi–xviii
Against the Physicists and PH xx–xxiv
Sextus’ use of earlier sources xviii–xx

Against the Rhetoricians ix
air 4–5, 40–1
coming into being of the universe 138–9
controlling 22–3
day as the air lit up by the sun 114–15, 121
development of animals in the air and aether

20–1
existing in virtue of own individuality 128–9
and fire 86–7
and humans 22–3
as a simple body 23, 37

as the principle and element of all things
67–8

and time 123
upward-moving 95
and water 86–7

Alcmene 10
Alexinus 25
Algra, Keimpe xxvii
Anaxagoras of Clazomenae 4, 68
coming into being of the universe 139
motion 89

Anaximander 67
Anaximenes 67, 138
animals
cause 40–1, 45
development of animals in the air and aether

20–1
existing in virtue of own individuality 128–9
god as an animal/ live organism 30–2, 33
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animals (cont.)
god as a blessed and imperishable animal 10,

11–12
imperishable nature of animals of the aether

20–1
impiety of killing and eating animals 28
justice towards non-rational animals 28–9
and numbers 132–3
reason, not having 29
sense-perception 30
differing from the non-animal in having 31

superior to non-animals/plants 26, 30
superiority of one animal over another 21, 26
terrestrial animals, humans supreme over 21
virtue 36

Annas, Julia xxvi
Aphrodite 38
Arcesilaus xiii–xiv
Archelaus of Athens 67
Archilochus 25
Archimedes 26
arguments against the existence of gods 30–9

impossibility of either of two mutually
exclusive/jointly exhaustive alternatives
32–3

further arguments 36–7
sorites arguments from Carneades 37–9
Stoic supposition that god is a live organism

30–2
supposition that god is entirely virtuous 33–5
further conundrums surrounding god’s

virtue or lack of it 35–6
arguments for the existence of gods 16–30

design, arguments from 19–27
development of animals in the air and aether

20–1
humans not the supreme animal because

imperfect 21
rational and intelligent nature of the world

23–5, 26
transition to the next argument 27
unified bodies, things fastened together, and

things standing apart 19–20
world endowed with mind 22–3
world’s motion 25–6

‘from the absurdities that follow for those who
do away with the divine’ 27–9

‘from the agreement among all humans’ 16–18
humans’ common conception of Hades

17–18
transition to the next argument 18
trusting the clever men and the

philosophers 17
‘from the refutation of opposing arguments’

29–30

introduction 16
Aristarchus 25, 113
Aristodemus 22
Aristotle viii, 4

breadthless length 75
coming into being of the universe 138–9
gods
conception of god 7, 87
existence of god 17

heaven 87
motion 88, 89–90
place 86–8
time 113, 122

Artemis 38
Asclepiades of Bithynia 68, 139
atheists 13–14
atoms 44, 62, 68

addition and subtraction 95
coming into being of the universe 139
eternal nature 126–7
imperishable nature 29–30
motion 95, 105, 121

Barnes, Jonathan xxvi
Blomqvist, Jerker xxv
body 67–80

argument against body on basis that it can be
neither perceptible nor intelligible 79–80

arguments against body stemming from its
conception 68

body based on concept of a surface as the
limit of a body 78–9

conception of body that is vulnerable to
earlier arguments 68–9

mathematicians’ conception of body, and
some initial impasses 69–70

non-existence of length, breadth, depth in
which body is conceived 70–8

dimensions 69, 83
distinction between believers in corporeal and

incorporeal elements 67–8
impossibility of
causation involving combination of bodily

or incorporeal items 43–5
subtraction involving any combination of

bodily or incorporeal items 54–8
intelligible bodies 126–7
non-existence of length, breadth, depth in

which body is conceived 70–8
impossibility of generating a line out of one

or more partless signs 71–2
inconceivability of the line as a breadthless

length 72–3, 75
inconceivability of line as breadthless length

if described circle is rotated 76–7
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inconceivability of line as breadthless length
if line also limit of surface 75–6

introduction 70
non-existence of a ‘partless sign’/point 70–1
objections and responses to them 73–5
related arguments on geometers’ claims

about other geometrical figures 77–8
transition to arguments based on geometers’

own views 76
and place 85–8
solid bodies 50, 69
solid shapes conceived prior to bodies 127

time as 120, 122–3
transition to subject of incorporeals 80

Bury, R.G. xxvi

Carneades xx, xiii–xiv
extra senses to be ascribed to god 31
sorites arguments 37–9

cause and what is affected 40–62
addition see subtraction and addition
arguments against the existence of cause 42–50
dogmatic objection and Sextus’ reply 49–50
impossibility of causation involving any

combination of bodily or incorporeal
items 43–5

relativity of causes 42–3
arguments for the existence of cause 40–2
arguments jointly against the existence of

anything either active or affected, based
on the impossibility of touch 51–2

further argument specifically against the
existence of anything affected 52–3

impossibility of any member of various sets of
mutually exclusive and jointly
exhaustive alternatives 45–9

causation among simultaneous, earlier or
later things 47

causation among things at rest or in motion
45–7

causation operating self-sufficiently/with aid
of affected matter 47–8

causes as having one active power or many 49
causes as separate from or together with the

affected matter 50
introduction to the subject of cause 40
subtraction see subtraction and addition

Chaos 83, 84–5
circles 55–6

arguments against line as breadthless length if
described circle is rotated 76–7

Cleanthes 21–2
Clitomachus 3, 37, xiii–xiv
color 34, 53, 62, 88
coming into being and perishing 84, 137–46

argument against based on their dependence on
things already dismissed 140

argument against coming into being out of
either one thing or multiple things 141–3

argument against coming into being of either
what is or what is not 141

arguments against perishing parallel to 144–5
argument (indebted to Diodorus Cronus)

against there being any time in which
coming into being or perishing could take
place 145–6

centrality of topic to physics; survey of views on
universe’s elements 137–9

compounds’ perishable nature 37
dogmatists’ appeals to experience, and

responses to them 143–4
dying while being or not being 52–3, 145
and existence of cause 41
imperishable nature

of animals of the aether 20–1
of atoms 29–30
of gods, 8, 10, 11–12, 20–1, 29–35, 36

opposites 129
perfectives and continuatives 97–8
perishing from lack of necessities 17
souls as cause of living and dying 41
as specific types of change 88
time 117

coming into being 118–20
not imperishable and ungenerated or

perishable and generated 118–20
world perishing and the end of time 115

transition to arguments against coming into
being and perishing 139

void 85
compounds 23, 44, 62
motion 121
perishable nature 37

continuatives and perfectives 97–8, 99–100
cosmology xvii
roles that principles play in the cosmos 130–2

Critias 14–15
Cyclops 72–3
Cynics 93

days/months see time
Demeter 6, 38–9
Democritus
atoms as principle and elements of all things 68
coming into being of the universe 139
conception of gods 6–8, 11
motion 89
time 114–15
world’s motion not compelled by a vortex 25

dimensions 69, 83
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Diodorus Cronus 68
arguments against motion 89–90, 96–103, 108
additional “more sophistic” arguments of

Diodorus 102–3
basic argument 96–7, 103
objections to Diodorus 97–9
rejection of “more sophistic” arguments 103
replies to objections by or on behalf of

Diodorus/counter-responses 99–102
coming into being and perishing 145–6

Diagoras of Melos 13–14
Diogenes of Apollonia 67
Diogenes of Babylon 29–30
Diogenes Laertius vii, viii, ix

as a “copyist” xix
relevance to Sextus and his sources xix,

xviii–xix
Dionysus 6
Dioscuri 10, 20–1
dogmatists

cause 40, 42, 43, 48, 49–50
coming into being and perishing 143–4
dogmatic philosophers’ views on the origins of

conception of god 5–9
objections to these views 9–12

motion 93–4
place 83
and Sextus’ scepticism xii, xv, xxii
time 120
whether there is a god 13–16
whole and part 62
dogmatic objections and responses to them

65–7

earth 20–1, 40–1
Chaos preceding 83, 84–5
coming into being of the universe 138–9
controlling 22–3
downward-moving 95–6
Earth as a god 38–9
existing in virtue of own individuality 128–9
and humans 22–3
as a simple body 23, 37
as the principle and element of all things

67–8
and time 123
and water 86–7

Egypt and Egyptians 41
deifying water 9
Nile 6

elements see primary/simple bodies and elements
Empedocles of Acragas 4–5

coming into being of the universe 138–9
existence of god 17
justice towards non-rational animals 28

motion 89
principle and elements of all things 67–8

Empiricist school of medicine vii
and Pyrrhonist scepticism vii–viii

Epicurus
atoms 44, 62, 105
as principle and elements of all things 68

cause 44
Chaos causing Epicurus’ impulse to

philosophize 84–5
coming into being of the universe 139
conception of gods 8, 11
intangible nature 81
motion 89
arguments against Epicureans’ position

108–10
Epicureans’ position that all three

components are indivisible 108
number 127
souls 18
time 114–15
as accident of accidents 121–2, 123–5

whether there is a god 16, 37
existence of god 17

whole and part 62
Eros 38
eternal

atoms as 126–7
conception of 12
god as 11–12, 26
power that is self-moved as divine and

eternal 19
world as 26, 112, 127

Euhemerus
atheism/whether there is a god 6, 13–14
conception of gods 6

Euripides 138–9

Fabricius, Johann Albert xxvi
fear 34, 38

of the gods 14–15
fire 18, 43, 44

and air 86–7
cause of burning 48
coming into being of the universe 138–9
existing in virtue of own individuality 128–9
Hephaistus as 6
and humans 22–3
Persians deifying 9
as a simple body 23, 37
as the principle and element of all things

67–8
and time 123
upward-moving 82–3, 95

Flückiger, Hansueli xxvi
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Gegen die Dogmatiker: Adversus Mathematicos
Libri 7–11 (Flückiger) xxvi

geometers
line as a breadthless length 72, 75, 76, 78
arguments against line as breadthless length

if described circle is rotated 76–7
related arguments on geometers’ claims

about other geometrical figures 77–8
see also body
subtraction 67–8
see also mathematicians

god 5–39
conceptions of gods and their origins 5–13
appearances in sleep of human-shaped

images, from 8, 11–12
conception of gods being there and

remaining for ever 17
conclusion and transition to the question of

the gods’ existence 13
dogmatic philosophers’ views on origins 5–9
entirely virtuous nature of god 33–6
eternal nature of god 11–12, 17, 26
extraordinary things observed happening in

the world, from 7–8, 11–12
fire, deifying 9
first clever humans, from 9
first leaders, from 10–11
heaven 86–7
humans having divine authority 6, 10–11, 13
imperishable nature 8, 10, 11–12, 20–1,

29–35, 36
large and indestructible images 6–7, 11
live organism, god as 30–2
mind, god as 4, 22–3
objections to dogmatic views on origins

9–12
preventing injustice see law and lawgivers
the sky, from 7
the soul, from 7
things that benefit lives or are useful 6, 11, 13
time and day/month/year as god 27
transition from the happy human to the

eternal god 11–12
water, deifying 9
well-ordered motion of heavenly bodies 8, 11

introduction 5
Stoics on 5
whether there are gods/on the existence or non-

existence of gods 13–39
arguments against see arguments against the

existence of gods
arguments for see arguments for the existence

of gods
conclusion to arguments for and against the

existence of god 39

conclusion, and transition to section on
cause 39

introduction 13
the sceptical outcome 39
survey of opposing positions: positive,

negative and suspensive 13–16
transition to arguments against the existence

of gods 30
transition to arguments for the positive and

negative positions 16

Hades 37–8
and arguments for the existence of gods “from

agreement among all humans” 17–18
and conception of god 5–6

happiness
conception of 12
god as a blessed and imperishable animal,

perfect in happiness 10, 11–12
god as conceived by a transition from the happy

human 11–12
heaven 40–1, 86–8, 113
disturbances in 7–8, 14–15
motion of heavenly bodies 8, 11, 20

Heintz, Werner xxv
Hephaistus 6
Heracles 10
Heraclides Ponticus 139
Heraclitus 63, 67
coming into being of the universe 138
Heracliteans and time 122–3
time as a body 120, 122–3

Hermotimus of Clazomenae 4
Hervetus, Gentianus xxvi
Hesiod 4, 39, 83
Hippasus of Metapontum 67, 138
Hippo of Regium 67–8
Hippocentaurs 13, 27–8, 72
holiness 27
Homer 4, 7, 22, 39
coming into being of the universe 138
writing on the war between Greeks and

barbarians 17
human beings
babies 143–4
concept/nature of 62–3, 66, 133, 143
crafted by an exceptional mind 22
existing in virtue of own individuality 128–9
and gods see god
Hades, common conception of 17–18
holiness 27
justice see justice
laws see laws and lawgivers
not the supreme animal because imperfect 21
and numbers 133, 134
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human beings (cont.)
reason, having 29
senses see senses and sense-perception
supreme among terrestrial animals 21
vices 21, 33–4
whole and part 62–3, 64–5, 66

Idaeus of Himera 67
Ideas 134–5

incorporeal, subsisting before bodies 127
as principle of everything for Platonists 68

Ierodiakonou, Katerina xxvii
imperishable see coming into being and perishing
impiety see piety
incorporeals 80

distinction between believers in corporeal and
incorporeal elements 67–8

forms of 120
impossibility of
causation involving any combination of

bodily or incorporeal items 43–5
subtraction involving any combination of

bodily or incorporeal items 54–8
intelligible bodies 126–7
time as 120, 122, 123
touch 70–1

introduction to the entire work 3–5
focus on principles 3
general distinction between active and

material principles 4–5
Ionians 17

Janáček, Karel xxi
justice 28–9, 36

holiness as justice towards the gods 27
preventing injustice 5–6, 14–15
reason as an explanation for justice 29
towards non-rational animals 28–9

laws and lawgivers
lawgivers instilling belief in gods 9–10
to prevent injustice 5–6, 14–15

laws introduced to punish injustice 5–6
leaders, gods from first 10–11
lines 69

cutting 54–6
impossibility of generating a line out of one or

more partless signs 71–2
inconceivability of line as a breadthless length

72–3, 75
further argument if line is also the limit of a

surface 75–6
non-existence of a “partless sign”/point 70–1
number 131–2
parallel lines 75–6

love 4–5, 139
and strife 4–5

mathematicians 54, 68
conception of body, and some initial impasses

69–70
bodies and limits 76

lines 70
see also geometers

Melissus 89–90
Methodist school vii–viii
mind

creating mind in soul and soul in body 24–5
god as 4, 22–3
humans crafted by an exceptional mind 22
Pyrrhonist scepticism as an improvement on

state of mind xiii
world endowed with mind 22–3, 24–5

motion 84, 88–112
arguments against motion 94–112
arguments concerning divisibility 104–12
Diodorus Cronus’ arguments against

motion see Diodorus Cronus
thing in motion having to be moved by itself

or by something else 94–6
body either contained in place or traveling over

place 81
causation among things at rest or in motion

45–7
change-related motion 88–9
definition 90–2
divisibility, arguments concerning 104–12
arguments against Epicureans’ position

108–10
arguments against the intermediate position

(attributed to Strato) 110–11
arguments against the Stoics that all three

components infinitely divisible 104–8
conclusion, and the sceptical outcome 112
intermediate position that some are

infinitely divisible and some are not 110–11
three components of motion and options

concerning their divisibility 104
transition to Epicurean position that all

three components are indivisible 108
earth in motion 113
initial observation that positive and negative

positions are equal strength 92–3
motion of heavenly bodies 8, 11, 20
motionless of unlimited things 32–3
objections against motion based on conception

and verdict on who is vulnerable 90–2
positive side: experience favors the existence of

motion 93–4
standstill 89–90, 96, 129
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three possible positions on motion: positive,
negative and suspensive 89–90

“transitional” motion, focus on 88–9
types of motion 88–9
universe in motion 19
what is by nature light travels up 82–3, 84
world’s motion see world

Mutschmann, H. xxv
mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive

alternatives 32–3, 45–9
myths

arguments for the existence of gods “from the
agreement among all humans” 17–18

poets’ myth-making 39

names 54, 63
for parts of the intangible nature 81

Nile 6, 38
number 57–8, 59–60, 61, 125–37

arguments against the Pythagorean position
132–7

additional difficulties stemming from notion
of participation 134–5

difficulties about the construction of
numbers 137

distinction between numbers and things
numbered/argument against 132–3

numbers cannot be apprehended by sense-
perception or thought 135–6

Plato’s difficulty about the causes of number
136–7

transition 132
introduction 125–6
Pythagorean position: numbers are the

principle of everything 68, 126–32
general considerations about what a

principle must be like 126–8
roles the principles play in the cosmos 130–2
three kinds ultimately relate back to the

principles of numbers 129–30
threefold distinction of basic kinds 128–9

time as the number of the first and later in
motion 113, 122

time in relation to number 120

Occelos of Lucania 138–9
Oenopides of Chios 67–8
“On Elements” (Sextus) 82
On the Soul (Plato) 132, 135–6
opposites 129–30
Orpheus 5–6
Orphics (Onomacritus) 67–8
Outlines of Pyrrhonism (PH) (Sextus) viii

better argumentative effectiveness in PH than
in M 7–11 xxiv, xxi–xxii

and Against the Physicists xx–xxiv
as an outline account xxiv

pain 34–5
only experienced by mortals 17–18
and painlessness 129

Parmenides of Elea 4, 89–90
past, present and future see also under time
perfectives and continuatives 97–8, 99–100
Peripatetics 62
motion 89
place 86–7

perishing see coming into being and perishing
Persians deifying fire 9
Pherecydes of Syros 67
Photius x–xi, xxii–xxiii
piety 27
impiety of killing and eating animals 28
impiety in myth-making 39

place 81–8
concepts of place and their relation to

neighboring concepts 81–2
meaning of place, void and space 81

whether there is place 82–8
arguments against the existence of place 85–6
arguments in favour of the existence of place

82–3
Aristotelian objection, and response to it

86–8
initial argument for inconclusiveness of

positive arguments 83–5
transition to the opposing arguments 82
transition to subject to motion 88

plants
animals’ superiority over 26
cause 40–1, 44
existing in virtue of own individuality 128–9
no justice towards plants and stones 29
and numbers 132–3
whole and part 65

Plato viii, 25, 82, 83–4, 133
existence of god 17

arguments for the existence of gods/
arguments from design 24–5

founded the Academy xiii
Ideas

incorporeal, subsisting before bodies 127
as principle of everything for Platonists 68

number 135–6
difficulty about the causes of number 136–7

time 122
poetry
god clothed in authority in great poetry 17
Hades 17
myth-making of poets 39
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Polyclitus 22
Poseidon 6, 37–8
Posidonius 68
primary/simple bodies and elements 23, 37

atoms see atoms
cause 44
elements
distinction between believers in corporeal

and incorporeal elements 67–8
elements from which universe came into

being, survey of views on 137–9
in motion 94, 96

principles
focus on principles 3
general distinction between active and material

principles 4–5
Prodicus of Ceos 6, 13–14
prophecy 29

souls prophesying the future 7
Pros mathêmatikous/Against the Learned (M 1–6)

(Sextus) ix–x
and Against the Physicists xvi–xviii

Protagoras of Abdera 15–16
Purrôneioi Logoi (Pyrrhonist Discourses)

(Aenesidemus) x–xi
Pyrrho of Elis vii, x
Pyrrhonists/ Pyrrhonist tradition

and the Academy xiii
Aenesidemus as founding member x–xi
Diogenes Laertius’ summary xviii
inspired by Pyrrho vii, x
and medical Empiricism vii, vii–viii
and Methodists vii–viii
Pyrrhonist scepticism differing from

contemporary scepticism xi–xii
Pyrrhonist scepticism as an improvement on

state of mind and a way of life xiii
and Sextus Empiricus see Sextus Empiricus
sources as common property xix

Pythagoras
body 68–9
justice towards non-rational animals

28–9
motion 89
Pythagoreans xvii
existence of god 17
numbers see number

Saturninus viii, xviii
Sceptical Treatises (Sextus) viii, ix, viii–ix
sceptics vii

cause 40
claiming inspiration from Pyrrho of Elis vii
motion 90, 97
place and void 85

Pyrrhonist tradition see Pyrrhonists/ Pyrrhonist
tradition

sceptical Academy xiii–xiv
Sextus Empiricus as see Sextus Empiricus
suspension of judgement 39, 82
whether there is a god 16
suspension of judgement on 39

whole and part 62
senses and sense-perception 30

animals differing from non-animals in having
sense-perception 31

ascribing to god extra senses 31
five human senses 31
motion 92–3
numbers cannot be apprehended by sense-

perception or thought 135–6
sight 31
taste 30–1

Sexti Empirici Opera (Mutschmann) xxv
Sextus Empiricus

Against the Arithmeticians ix, xix, xvi–xviii
Against the Astrologers ix
Against the Ethicists see Against the Ethicists
Against the Geometers ix, xix, xvi–xviii
Against the Grammarians ix, xvi–xvii
Against the Learned see Pros mathêmatikous

(Against the Learned) (M)
Against the Logicians see Against the Logicians
Against the Musicians ix, xvi–xvii
Against the Physicists see Against the Physicists
Against the Rhetoricians ix
authorial intentions xx–xxiv
authorial personality of Sextus’ writings

xix–xx
character of Sextus’ scepticism x–xiii
and the Academics xiv, 3
common sense xii, xv
dogmatists see dogmatists
freedom from turmoil as benefit of

scepticism xii–xiii
negative arguments xiv, xxii, xiv–xv,

xxii–xxiii
sceptic’s ability in designing arguments

xi, xii
as sceptic and Pyrrhonist vii, viii, x, xviii,

vii–viii
Sextus’ understanding of Pyrrhonism xi, xiv,

xxii, xi–xii, xii–xiii, xiv–xv, xxii–xxiii
suspension of judgement xi, xii, xiii, xv

life and works vii–x
medical practitioner of Empiricist school vii
writings largely unnoticed in intellectual

circles viii
writings widely read in early modern period

viii
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Outlines of Pyrrhonism see Outlines of
Pyrrhonism (PH)

Skeptika Hupomnêmata/Sceptical Treatises viii,
ix, viii–ix

use of earlier sources xx, xviii–xx
Sextus and Diogenes drawing on same

sources xix, xviii–xix
whether Sextus a “copyist” xix–xx

Silloi (Timon) 15–16
Skeptika Hupomnêmata/Sceptical Treatises

(Sextus) viii, ix, viii–ix
Socrates 25, 67, 72, 82, 83–4

dying 52–3, 145
existence of god 17
as a human being 133
questioning Aristodemus 22

sophists
cause 40
motion 93

souls
best souls 21
as cause of living and dying 41
and god
arguments against the existence of god 32–3
conception of god from the soul 7
greatness of soul 34

holding together unified bodies 20
nature of souls 18, 19
all creating mind in soul and soul in body

24–5
prophesying the future 7
world as intelligent and ensouled 24–5

sources see Sextus Empiricus
space see place
speech 29, 36–7, 65, 120, 126
Stoics

cause 43
coming into being of the universe 138
conception of gods 9
existence of god 17
arguments for the existence of gods/

arguments from design 25
god as a live organism 30–2

justice, humans having 29
motion 89
arguments against Stoic position that all

components infinitely divisible 104–8
place, void and space 81
principle and elements of all things 67–8
time as incorporeal 120, 122, 123
two principles, god and quality-less matter 5
whole and part 62–3
wise person not yet found 29

Strato
motion 110–11

time 113–14, 122
strife 4–5, 139
Studien zu Sextus Empiricus (Heintz) xxv
subtraction and addition
addition, arguments against 61
coming into being and perishing 140
conclusion on subtraction and addition 61
introduction to the subject of subtraction and

addition (and change), and its relevance
to the question whether anything is
affected 54

motion 95
subtraction, arguments against 54

impossibility of subtraction involving any
combination of bodily or incorporeal
items 54–8

impossibility of subtraction involving any
combination of whole or part 58–60

transition to the section on whole and part 62
sun 49–50
day as the air lit up by the sun 114–15, 121
as a god 27

suspension of judgement
sceptics 39, 82
Sextus Empiricus xi, xii, xiii, xv

Symposium Hellenisticum xvi

Tantalos 17–18
Thales of Miletus 67, 138
Theodorus 13–14, 15
Tiberius viii
time 112–25
arguments against time “on the basis of its

being” 120–5
as accident of accidents 121–2, 123–5
objections to these positions 122–5
variety of positions on the nature of time

120–2
causation among simultaneous, earlier or later

things 47
conceptions of time, and objections to them

112–15
conclusion and transition 125
days/months 124, 125–6

day as the air lit up by the sun 114–15, 121
as god 27
time different from the appearance of day or

night 115
incorporeal 120, 122
“main arguments” against time 115–20

division of time into past, present and future
117–18

time is neither divisible nor indivisible 116
time is neither limited nor unlimited

115–16
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time (cont.)
time is non-existent because composed of

non-existents 116
time is not imperishable and ungenerated or

perishable and generated 118–20
past, present and future 117–20
transition from subject of motion;

introduction 112
Timon of Phlius 15–16, 117
Tityos 17
touch

body 70–2, 78–9
coming into being and perishing 140
impossibility of touch 51–2
intangible nature devoid of resistant touch 81

travel see motion
Tyndareus 10

universe
Chaos as the place that forms a space for the

universe 83
elements from which universe came into being,

survey of views on 137–9
falling apart if elementary bodies move towards

the limits 96
in motion and shaped by design 19
principle of the universe 126–7, 128

vices 21, 33–4, 36
virtues

god as entirely virtuous 33–5
further conundrums surrounding god’s

virtue or lack of it 35–6
void see place

water 17–18, 20–1, 40–1, 143–4
and air 86–7
Chaos preceding 83
coming into being of the universe 138–9
downward-moving 82–3, 95–6

and earth 86–7
Egyptians deifying 9
existing in virtue of own individuality

128–9
and humans 22–3
Poseidon as 6
as a simple body 23, 37
as the principle and element of all things

67–8
sun creating vapor 49
and time 123

whole and part 62–7
conclusion and transition 66–7
dogmatic objections and responses to them

65–6
preliminary issues about different philosophers’

conceptions of whole and part 62–3
whole cannot be distinct from its parts or

identical with their totality 63–5
wisdom 27–8
world

as an animal 30
Chaos preceding 83, 84–5
endowed with mind 22–3
as an ensouled and minded animal 24–5

eternal 26
held together by nature 20
motion 25–6
time and the world’s motion 112–13

perishing and the end of time 115
put together at a certain time 112
rational and intelligent nature 23–5, 26
as a unified body 19–20

Xenophanes 39, 67, 138
Xenophon the Socratic 22–3

Zeno of Citium 23–5, 29–30
Zeus 10, 37–8, 67–8
Zeuxis 22
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